TECHNICAL RIDER
Un Poyo Rojo
SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Sprung dance floor. We need wooden floor with air between
Smooth black vinyl dance flooring to cover the sprung floor (Ideally covering all the
floor area). Minimum width 7m x depth 5m x height 5m

TECH REQUIREMENTS
LIGHT
Basic lighting plot attached (appendix 1).
Lighting is adaptable to various sizes and types of venue - please send your venue
plans.
AUDIO special consideration
Performance space needs to have good radio signal
SOUND: Itunes or use a CD track

SET & PROPS
Presenter should provide:








1 backless wooden bench, cf. reference picture bellow A1
1 locker 6 to 8 doors, metal 1800mm high x 3000mm wide x 450mm depth.
Consider it should be easy to open. Cf. reference picture bellow B1.
1 plain mirror of aprox 50 x 70 cm with no frame. Reference picture bellow
C1
2 small waters
1 pack of cigarettes of 10 (any brand) Consider one of this cigarettes will be
smoked during the performance (not all of it, just a part), to the venue be
informed
1 analogue radio. Important that on stage be able to receive at least 10 radio
signals, because they´ll use them alive. Reference picture bellow D1
2 yoga mats for trainings
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GET-IN
Duration: 8 hours
Lights preferably pre-rigged and patched prior company’s arrival.
Two light; one sound - and two stage technicians from the venue to be present
during the get-in.
Once the show has begun, the audience is not allowed to enter to the theatre
LOGISTIC
Always consider early check in and/or late check out, in case the flights are in
itineraries that the hotel doesn`t cover, to avoid times of waiting.

OTHER
Please provide a dressing room near the stage.
Catering of BIO products such as natural juice; nuts; fruits; cheese and jam breads
Shower and hot water
2 big towels and 2 medium towels

CONTACTS
For technical inquiries, please contact
Jonatan Zak: jonathanzak@gmail.com
Maxime Seugé: mseuge@gmail.com

Appendix 1 – basic light plot

